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CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Project Background 

Wheel mobile robots (WMRs) have been famous since over the past three decades in 

research and development of mobile robot. This is due to its advantages over legged mobile 

robot which are wheel mobile robot having no stability problem and quicker in smooth 

surface compared to legged-robot. Furthermore, wheel mobile robot is more energy efficient 

than legged-robot and also simpler in design parts thus it is widely applied in the industry. 

The development of mobile robot has benefit human in many ways. The advantage of 

robot that benefit human very much is that robot does not feel tired even after days of doing 

the same task it can do work for a very long time without rest, robot also can do repetitive 

task with appropriate speed and with high accuracy and precision. Mobile robot is a robot 

that can move freely in its environments to do its tasks. However, the limitation of mobile 

robot is mobile robot depending on the capacity of power source from the batteries. When the 

batteries have drained out of power, the robot cannot continue its current operation until the 

batteries is recharged 

There are many researches of making cars that has no driver that able to guide itself to a 

de1tlnation desired by the passenger or also known as autonomous car. Autonomous car or an 

autonomous mobile robot is a robot that that can perform its given task at unknown 

environments without continuous guidance from human. This research has already been 

prototyped and there is possibility that this technology to be implemented in the future. One 

of tho most popular driverless car projects is Google driverless car. 
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This research is a first step taken in order to make a competition to join them making one 

of this project applicable in the future. As the first step this robot will make a journey on the 

road base on line following type of robot. This robot will follow the road line as a guide. This 

robot is a differential drive robot which is the simplest type of robot and suitable for 

experiment and collecting valuable data. Moreover, this robot will be equipped with a 

photovoltaic cell or solar panel which able the robot to harvest solar energy to charge the 

batteries. 

1.2. Project Objective 

The objective of this project is to build an autonomous line following mobile robot that 

has the ability to harvest solar energy from the sun to recharge its batteries. The robot can 

operate 24 hours where in the day the batteries will be charged by the solar and in the night 

that robot will used the stored energy. 

1.3. Problem Statement 

The robot has to follow the line on the road as the path of the robot while harvesting solar 

energy from the sun. Mobile robot is a robot that can move freely in its environments to do 

its tasks. However, the limitation of mobile robot is the mobile robot is depending on the 

capacity of power source from the batteries. When the batteries have drained out of power, 

the robot cannot continue the current operation until the batteries is recharged. The solution 

to this problem is to attach a secondary power source to the mobile robot so that the batteries 

wlll be constantly being charge while the robot is doing its task. Thus, this will extend the 

operating duration of the mobile robot. The secondary power source will be the solar. 

The problem to this project is to develop a line following mobile robot that is using solar 

power us the secondary power source so that the mobile robot can operate for a very long 

&lma without the batteries gone out of power. 
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1.4. Project Scope 

The scopes of the project are as follow: 

1. Making a line following robot that follow line on the road 

2. Harvesting solar energy from the sun while the robot on its mission 

3. Study the effective way of harvesting solar power 

4. Study the mobile robot kinematics, dynamics and controller 

5. To develop a mobile robot line following program using image processing 

method 



---
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Introduction 

A mobile robot is a machine that has the ability to move around in its area of operation 

on its own. An autonomous mobile robot is a mobile robot that can solve its own problem 

while accomplishing its goal. The navigation path planning is one of the most crucial parts of 

developing a mobile robot that has the ability to move on its own. Line following mobile 

robot can move by following the line as the path of the robot. Limitation of mobile robot is it 

is limited by the capacity of energy it carries in the batteries. In this chapter, we will look 

deeply into what are relevant to the project. 

2.2. Mobile Robot- Wheeled Mobile Robot 

Robotics is a revolution of industrial technology. The term of robotics means a different 

&perception and understanding to different people. People imagine that the robot as Optimus 

Prime and Bumble-Bee from the Transformer movies but in reality, robot can be in other 

rormed of many shapes and type as long as it fulfills the characteristics of a robot. 

The term "robot" was firstly used in early 1920 by a Czechoslovakian dramatist; Karel 

Capek in his play entitles "Rossum's universal Robots". 'Robota' is the original term of 

robot that is widely used since it has been introduced to the public. 'Robota' is a Czech word 

which means 'salve laborer'. 

--------------------------------~ 
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Mobile Robot is a robot that has the ability to move on its own in an environment 

(ground motion ability). Mobile robot is not fixed to a physical surface or location. (Riza 

Muhida et al. 2008). Just like any other robot, it has the ability to do repeated tasks without 

feel tired with accuracy and precision. Mobile robot is different than the industrial robot, 

where the industrial robots usually have jointed arm, gripper assembly or any other 

specialized devices to complete its task. Mobile robot does not have any power cord 

connected like the industrial robot does, hence, that give the advantage to the mobile robot to 

move freely. 

Wheeled mobile Robots have been by far the most popular locomotion mechanism in 

mobile robotics. It can achieve very good efficiencies and also its simple mechanical 

implementation (Roland Siegwart, Illah R. Nourbakhsh). The problems of wheeled robot that 

we should focus on are traction and stability, maneuverability and control. Table 1 below 

shows the types of wheels arrangements used in mobile robot. 

2.3. Kinematics and Dynamics of Differential Drive Mobile Robot 

Robotics is a very interesting and popular field of knowledge. There are many people 

have tried to build an autonomous robot for research, educational purpose or even hobby. 

What is interesting about autonomous mobile robot is it can move on its own and solve its 

own problem using the artificial intelligent that is provided to the robot. We can program the 

robot as we desired. 

--- - ·-- - ----------~ 
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Figure 1: Example of differential drive robot 

The simplest and most practical type of mobile robot is a wheel mobile robot that uses a 

drive mechanism known as differential drive. It is a drive mechanism which control each 

wheels independently. Each wheel can have a different velocity and even rotates forward or 

backward to perform its motion. When the robot make a turn either left or right there is a 

point known as ICC (Instantaneous Center of Curvature). 

120 

0 0 0 

Figure 2: Example on how the differential drive robot control 

--------------
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Differential drive is a way of controlling the wheels where it is independently actuating 

the left and right wheels either to move forward or to the left or the right. The speed of each 

wheel is independently controlled to suit the direction of the robot. The method of controlling 

the robot by controlling the velocity of both wheels, we can make different trajectories as we 

desired for example if we want to make turn to the right then the left wheel must be faster 

than the right wheel. By knowing the rate of rotation of co about the ICC we can find the left 

and right wheels. 

VR = co(R + L/2) 
(1) 

VL = co(R- L/2) 

L = the distance between the two wheels 

co = the rate of rotation about ICC 

V R = Velocity of right wheel 

V L = Velocity of left wheel 

R =Distance between center of robot and the ICC 

From above equation we can solve for R and co: 

(2) 

(3) 



There are three cases of controlling the wheels independently: 

1. If V L = V R, then we have forward linear motion in a straight line. R is 

equal to infinite, and there is no rotation about ICC, thus ro is zero. 

2. IfVL = -VR, then R is equal to zero and the robot rotates in place at center 

of robot. 

8 

3. IfVL = 0, then we have rotation about the left wheel and vice versa. R will 

be half in this case. 

0 X x position 

Figure 3: Example of mobile robot configuration 
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2.3.1. Forward Kinematics 

Forward kinematics equation of a differential drive robot is used to fmd the 

position of the robot after given the velocity of each wheels. Through this we can predict 

the trajectories the robot makes by varying the wheels velocity. By manipulating the 

control parameters of V L and V R we can have a different orientations and position of the 

robot to move. 

Taking Figure 3 as example we assume the robot is at position (x, y) and is 

making an angle e. using the equation above with VL and VR, the location of ICC can be 

found. 

ICC = [x- R sin(8), y + R cos(8)] 

Position of robot at time t + ot 

[
x'] [cos(wot) 
y' = sin(wot) 
8' 0 

-sin(wot) 
cos(wot) 

0 

0] [x- ICCx] [/CCx] 
~ y - ~ CCy + ~~~~ 

(4) 

(5) 

The equation shows the robot rotating motion about ICC at a distance R and the 

anaular velocity of co. In other words to explain that motion, the position of ICC is 

tr&n1latcd to the origin coordinate and rotating in angular of co about the origin and 

ertnalated back to ICC. 
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2.3.2. Inverse Kinematics 

Inverse kinematic is use to find the velocity of each wheel when given the desired 

position of Y d, Y d and ed. It is a question on how we control the wheel to reach the 

desired position. Most articles I read, the inverse kinematics of differential drive robot is 

a based on path planning strategy of rotating the robot in place and moving in straight 

line. This is because differential drive robot has what we called non-holonomic 

constraints, for example it cannot move sideways directly. Thus a path planning is 

important in inverse kinematic, where we need to find the velocity that can get the robot 

to the desired position. The most common strategy is to rotate the robot heading to the 

goal and making the robot move in straight. 

For the case of robot moving in straight line, the equation is: 

[
x'] [x + V cos(8)8tl 
y' = y+Vsin(8)8t 
e' e 

(6) 

For the case of robot rotates in place, the equation is: 

(7) 

From these equations we can create navigation strategy of moving the robot to the goal, 

by rotating the robot in place heading to the goal and moving forward. The forward 

kJnematics is to determine the position and orientation of the mobile robot, given the 

Ma~dar velocity of each wheel. From the Fig. 1, the forward kinematics is as follows: 



r sin(e) 

2 
rcos(O) 

2 
r 

b 

(8) 

From the above equation we can find the inverse kinematics of the mobile robot by 

finding the angular velocity of each wheel. 

2.3.3. Dynamics 

1 

r cos(O) 
1 

r cos(O) 
lrb] [~] 

2r e (9) 
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The dynamic motion equation can be derived using Euler- Lagrange formulation 

(Modelling of Mobile robot dynamics,Edouard Ivanjk, Toni Petrini, Ivan Petrovi): 

L =the kinetic difference, T 

U = potential energy 

qi =generalized coordinate 

Qi = generalized force acts on the mechanical system 

(10) 



This dynamic of mobile robot is assume that the robot only move on a plane 

surface, thus the potential energy of the robot is equal to zero (U = 0). The total kinetic 

energy of the mobile robot is: 

T = Tt + Tr + T rwr 

Where, 

Tt = kinetic energy of mobile robot translation 

Tr = kinetic energy of mobile robot rotation 

Trwr = kinetic energy of rotation of wheels and rotor 

1 2 1 ( 2 2) Tt = -mVc = -m Xc + Yc 
2 2 

Where, 

m = mass of the mobile robot (kg) 

V c = Velocity of mobile robot 

IA =moment of inertia of mobile robot 

Io = moment of inertia of wheel and rotor 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

12 
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2.4. Line following robot 

For mobile robots, the ability to navigate in its environment is very important. Mobile robot 

navigation based on lines, landmarks and sign have been widely implemented around the world 

(A.H. Ismail, 2009). Line following robot can be useful and practical to do some task. There are 

many technique of image processing to make a line following robot. Most of the line following 

program will use black and white to differentiate the lines and the background. 

Mobile robot navigation based on lines, landmarks and signs have been widely implemented 

around the globe. The main goal of these works is to develop a mobile robot with the capability 

of navigating through a predefined path or towards a set destination using a line, landmark or 

sign as a point of reference. The image is treated as a Cartesian plane and points from the image 

are taken to be coordinates on the Cartesian and tangent calculations on those coordinates would 

produce the desired trajectory of the robot. 

Most of the literature reviewed here deal with images that are monotone or black and white 

ns to reduce computational complexity. Research however, uses color signs to assist with the 

robot navigation while simultaneously using an adaptive sub-sampling method to avoid having to 

1 process each pixel in the image individually. 



Figure 4: Block Diagram of line following Mobile Robot proposed by (A.H. Ismail, 2009) 

rrnme buffer Image processing 
r------ ,-----, 

l I 1 

I 
I 

We beam ..,__....,._ _ _.,..~ Cl'U I 

DAQ 

MotDr control 

Motor 
Driver 

I 

L---------------' 

Figure 5: Mobile Robot configuration System by (A.H. Ismail, 2009) 

14 
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Figure 6: On the left is the typical guided lines viewed by the robot's camera, on the right is the 

segmented lines from the background. 

In the sample shown in Figure 6 it can be seen that the image captured is of a straight 

white line. By segregating the image into blocks, shown in Figure 6, it is identified that all of the 

i bright pixels, which indicates the line, are concentrated in the blocks which are central to the 

Image. 

0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

W= 0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

This matrix is obtained by calculating the number of white pixels in each block and checking 

U1 lhat number exceeds 20% of the total number of pixels in that block. Any block which has less 

lhnn that amount of white pixels is considered to have an insignificant amount of white pixels 

within it and is considered to have a value of 0. Blocks with more than that amount of white 

phcols are considered to have a value of 1. 
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The value xis useful to be used for mobile robot control system. 

W11 : 0 \IV12; 0 W13: , W14: D Wlli:O • • II • • W21:0 W22: D W23: 1 W2A: D W75:0 

II II I' II II 
'N31:D \I\'J2: D W33: 1 '.'134: D W35: 0 

II II II • • Wl1:0 W1:!:0 Wl3: 1 W1li:D W16:0 

II II II II II 
W11:D \IV12: D W13: 1 loY14: D W15: D 

II • II • • 
Figure 7: Sample of segregated image 
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2.5. Solar charger MPPT 

Solar power harvesting is a matured technology of harvesting free and renewable 

energy. Solar energy harvesting through photo-voltaic conversion provides the highest 

power density of harvesting technology (Aman Kansal et al.2009). This make it's a 

reasonable and suitable for a mobile robot application due to it is mobility and can 

provide enough energy to the robot by using right approached of energy management. 

PO\VER DENSITIES OF HARVESTING TECHNOLOGIES 

Harvesting technology Power density 
Solar cells (outdoors at noon) 15mWfcm3 

Piezoelectric (shoe inserts) 330~W/crn3 

Vibration (small microwave oven) 116p.Wjcm3 

Thermoelectric (10°C gradient) 40~Wfcrn3 

Acoustic noise (lOOdB) 960nWfcm3 

Table 1: Power density comparison 

The design of the solar energy harvesting module does have some tradeoffs due to 

interaction of several factors such as the characteristic of the solar cells, chemistry and 

capacity of the batteries used, power supply requirements and power management 

features of the embedded system (Vijay et al. 2009). 

Energy harnessed from the photo-voltaic cells does not have a stable current 

output thus; it is not efficient to be used to power some systems. The solution to this 

problem is by having a Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) solar charge controller. 

By operating at the solar panel's maximum power point (MPP) and by intelligently 

drawing the power from the panel, energy can be successfully harnessed to power a 

desired system. (Rotar Dan, 2011 ). 
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25------~------~----~----~------~----~ 180 
MPP 

160 Current /'( 
i 

20 -j-· ~~~~~~~~==~-=~~~-=~-----, 

If\ 90o/D of MPP 

140 
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100 ~ -... ~ 

t: 
(U 

... 
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0 
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- 20 

0 -~=------4F-----+---+-------i:...__---+-=----+ 0 
0 2 4 6 

Voltage (V) 

8 10 12 

Figure 8: illustrate the particular solar panel' utput curr nt and output p wer versus its 

output voltage. 

There are many researches to improve the efficiency of the MPPT solar charge 

controller, one of the approaches is through improving the existing Maximum Power 

Point Tracking (MPPT) Algorithm. There are my people tried to track MPP 

mathematically but has never get an accurate as tracking it dynamically. The most well

known and implemented dynamic MPPT algorithm is perturb and observe (P&O). P&O 

is simply perturbs the current by delta Amps and then observes the effect. If the power 

goes up, the direction of delta was towards the MPP, if the power goes down the direction 

was away from the MPP (Mohamed Azab, 2009). 
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A solar cell basically is a p-n semiconductor junction. When exposed to light, a de 

current is generated. The generated current varies linearly with the solar irradiance 

(Mohamed A_zab, 2009). The basic equation that describes the (I-V) characteristics of the 

PV model is given by the following equation: 

Where: 

q:.J +IR ,) 

I = I~ - I o (e kT - 1) - V + IR ' (15) 
R $b 

I: the cell current (A) 

IL: the light generated current (A) 

10 : the diode saturation current 

q :the charge of electron= 1.6 X 10-19 
( coul) 

K : the Boltzman constant GIK) 

T: the cell temperature (K) 

Rs, Rsh: the cell series and shunt resistance (ohms) 

V: the cell output voltage (V) 
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CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Robot Construction 

The construction of the robot is divided in two parts electronics and mechanical. 

The electronics part consist the MPPT charger to collect the energy from sunlight and 

convert it to a useable electricity to charge the batteries. The mechanical part has cube 

shape aluminum as the chassis, two hub motor 48V, and squared L shape steel to hold 

the hub motor in place. Most of the material is provided and some material is not 

available in the lab so I have to order it from the supplier. 

Figure 9: Before the wheel is attached 
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Figure 10: After Wheels is attached 

After the attachment of the wheel the robot motions are tested by moving both 

wheel and the robot motion is observed. The observation of the robot motion is the robot 

move in a curve but good enough to make a straight motion with a little ttme later and the 

robot can move without encoder to read wheel speed but it is required in future to perfect 

the robot motion and path planning. 
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3.2. Kinematics simulation and Dynamics Modeling 

The kinematics and dynamics modeling is important as the data th t w ·nn I ·urn 

about the robot and prepare the robot before program and run it in real ituati n. I<r· m 

the data we know what to adjust when we test it on the road for real simulati n. 

The kinematics of the mobile robot was easy to do but the inverse kinematic w 

quite tricky. I refer to many articles and website to learn how to derive it. Most of th 

journals show that the solution is to create a path planning where robot rotates in place 

facing the goal and move in straight motion. Dynamic of the mobile robot was harder to 

understand so I just find a related article/journals that is can use the dynamics of the 

robot and modify. 
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From the journal I read, this is what I came out with. The use of inverse kinematics is to 

get the speed needed to get to the position and forwards kinematics is to get the position 

when we have the speed. From that there are motor controllers that get the input from the 

inverse kinematics and give out output to control the wheel at desired speed. 

t3. Line following program(RoboRealm and Arduino) 

Line following is common model of robot but using camera to detect line on the 

road and give command to the robot is quite challenging. Getting the line on the road is 

way difficult than detecting line on the controlled floor or a taped line. Using RoboRealm 

to detect the line on the road is one of the easiest software to learn and I can use it with 

Arduino to process the image processed to detect line and send it to Arduino with serial 

communication to move the wheels. 

The kinematics equations used are: 

• (VR+VL)L • (VR-VL)t x= sm..;..__ __ 
(VR-VL)2 L 

(16) 

• (VR+VL)L [(VR-VL)t (VR+VL)L] 
y = (VR-VL)2 COS L - ...;..(V-R---VL-)-2 (17) 

• 8 =COS X 
.J(x2+y2) 

(18) 

The equation used to get the inverse kinematics has two methods by create a path 

planning of rotates towards goal and move in straight line and by knowing the robot set 

speed in x andy direction, we can find the angular velocity of the wheel 
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Equations used to find the inverse kinematics is: 

• Move Straight 

[ 

~ ] [ a:. + .V ·COS. ( O)ot ] ' 
y'· = .Y + v sitJ;(B)ot 
0' 8 

(19) 

• Rotates in place 

(20) 

The other method is by knowing the velocity of x, y and 9 

• [<DR]= [- rsi~(8) - rco:(8) :rb] [~] wL ___ _ __ . 
r sin( B) r cos( B) 2r 8 

(21) 
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3.4. Assemble the MPPT to the batteries to charge it under the sunlight 

The charging will not be fast but the charge stored in the batteries can h ld long 

enough for the robot to operate its task. The MPPT charging with the low current and the 

maximum output from the solar panel is around 36 volt. 

Figure 11: Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) 
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Figure 12: Solar Panel 
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CHAPTER4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. Introduction 

This chapter shows all the results obtained from this study. The results are 

represented in graphs, table of result and figures. The kinematics and dynamics are obtained 

from several journals taken as reference. The kinematics simulation is simulated using Excel. 

PID simulation is created using MatLab/Simulink. Image processing to detect the line is 

processed using RoboRealm and Arduino is used to control the wheels after receiving 

processed data from RoboRealm. The ability of robot to recharging the batteries comes from 

the MPPT and Solar Panel attached to the robot. 



4.2. Kinematics simulation 

The kinematics equation used to create simulation for this robot is: 

Where; 

8 = cos-x
,fx2+y2 

L = distance between two wheels 

V R = velocity of right wheel 

V L = velocity of left wheel 

28 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

By using this equation the trajectory of the robot can be predicted and the 

trajectory can be planning to suit the operation. Therefore, we have the knowledge how 

the robot will move with the velocity affected on the left and right wheels. 

------------ - - --------
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Table 2: shows the trajectory of the robot in tabulate form 

Graph 1: shows the trajectory of the robot 
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Graph 2: Shows the ~ngle the·robot·Il}akes.during the motion 
' • •' , ~. • • :: .I •• : . ' ' : ' • ~ 
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4.3. PID simulation of mobile robot 

The figure below is to simulate the control of each wheel of robot with PID 

controller. The figure show left and right wheel control. Left and right wheel is set to 

different desired velocity. 

~----------~~CJ 

Figure 13: PID controller to control left and right wheels 

Integrator Angllt 

GaiA 

L------------< -K-14------..J 

Figure 14: Motor block diagram 
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Figure 15: Angular velocity responds to achieved desired velocity 

Figure 16: Acceleration vs Time 
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Figure 17: Torque vs Time 

Figure 18: Angel vs Time 
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The graph shown were the results obtained from the PI ntr II r f th wheel 

controller to achieve the desired input. Figure A shows that PID tri d t qui k I y chi eve 

the desired velocity with an acceptable overshoot. The respond of th ntr ll cr i v ry 

fast of 0.2222 sec. Figure B shows the acceleration of the wheel make t a hi v the 

desired velocity and the respond is very fast as shown same as the Figure t rquc f th 

wheel is very high thus having no problem to move the robot weighted about 1 0 kg. 

Figure C show the angle the motor make versus time. 

4.4. Image processing to detect line on the road 

The image processing of this robot is created to follow the line on the road. The line on 

the road is a trail like line. Therefore, the approached I use is to track one to one the line 

in sequence to guide the robot through the line. The line is detected through following 

method using RoboRealm: 

1. First from the original image, the image is processed t the gr y cale t get th black 
and white effect more visible. Thus easier to trace the lines. 

Figure 19: Original Figure 20: Grey scale 
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2. Then, the image is given blurred effect to remove the n is in th · in nd the 

blurred image is subtracted to the original image to get the d tail ' l ·k. 

3. Flood effect is added to the current image to flood the backgr und r th 

that the image we want to detect is pop out. 

4. Blob effect is applied to the image to make the line detectable to find th nt r I' 

gravity of the line which it will be used to calculate the distance between nt r 

image and line. 

5. VBScript is program to get the center of gravity value and using ri al 

communication module in th~ RoboRealm to send the data to the Arduino. 

Figure 21: Blurred Figure 22: Original image- the blurred 

Figure 24: Blob filter 
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Figure 25: VBScript 
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" 

Figures above show the result of every step of image processing to detect th lin on the road. 

The explanations of every step already describ d ab v h image proce ing ab ve i t btain 

the center of gravity of the line. There are many th r t p that an dct ct the I ine but I u e thi 

to suit the environment. 
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4.5. Charging from the MPPT and Solar Panel 

The MPPT is used to give out a stable and usable current that is able to r charge the 
batteries. This MPPT is set to charge a 48V batteries connected in series or a sing! battery. 
The charging time varies with the supplied current from the solar panel if the sun upply 
stable and continuous sun rays the charging will be better. This MPPT is set to charge the 
battery at optimum current thus the battery will be charge with a quality current and result in 
longer discharging time and longer battery life. 

Figure 26: MPPT used to charge 
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The charge left in the batteries will be indicat d y the LEDs on the MPPT board. 

Figure 27: Charging with a very low Figure 28: 1/3 of charge level in 

Figure 29: 2/3 of charge level Figure 30: The batt ries is fully 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1. Conclusion 

In this research, the kinematics simulation and dynamics of the mobile robot is 

successfully created as for simulation of the motion of the mobile robot and also to 

calculate energy used to move the robot. This robot used PID controller and the PID 

controller of this robot is successfully simulated and used to have a smooth motion of the 

mobile robot while following the line. The robot use RoboRealm to process the image to 

detect line and successfully detect the line on the road. Last but not least the MPPT 

charger and solar panel attached to the mobile robot successfully recharging the 

batteries. 

Thus the objective of this project to develop a solar powered mobile robot is 

achieved by following the methodologies proposed in this research. 
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5.2. Recommendation 

From the results that have been obtained from the previous chapter. thtrt are 

some recommendations to future works that can improve this project to another level: 

1. To make this robot a lane following robot as it will be more car llke 

operation as for now the robot only follow line on the road. 

2. To have a sun tracking solar panel to track the sun and this will increase 

efficiency of harvesting energy from the sun as the sun is not always 

perpendicular to the solar panel. 

3. To have obstacles avoiding ability thus more sensors will have to be added 

to the robot. This will help to avoid any collision that can harm the robot 

or even harm the environment. 
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APPENDICES 

Arduino Program 

II II Ill II IIIII Ill/ I Ill IIIII I IIIII II /Ill I I II Ill I I I I I II II II I I I I I I I I I II I 
Declaration of 
II IIIII II Ill II Ill II Ill II II II Ill II /Ill II II IIIII II II IIIII II II II I II II II I 
int Left_motor = 12; 
int Right_ motor= 8; 
intCOG_X; 
int Integral= 10; 
int kP = 11.4361931207227; 
int ki = 3.01749484734774; 
int kD = 8.81556874700663; 

int Last; 
/lint SetPt = 320; 
I lint Actual = COG_ X; 

void setup() 
{ 

} 

Serial. begin(9600); 
pinMode(Right_motor, OUTPUT); //RIGHT 
pinMode(Left_motor, OUTPUT); //LEFT 
pinMode(3, OUTPUT); 
pinMode( 5,0UTPUT); 
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void loop() 

{ 
if (Serial.available() > 0){ 

COG_X = Serial.parseint(); 
Ill/ 1////1 Ill IIIII Ill/ //Ill II II I Ill/ I II Ill II Ill II Ill II Ill IIIII Ill/ II II II II Ill Ill Ill II 
PID Control 
Ill IIIII /IIIII Ill! IIIII Ill/ I IIIII II II II IIIII IIIII II II II I I I I Ill I I Ill I I II I I Ill II I I I I I I I I 

int Error= 320- COG_X; 

/lint P = Error*kP; 
/lint I= Integral*kl; 
/lint D =(Last- Actual)*kD; 

/lint Drive= P+I+D; //Drive as motor Speed 

//Drive= Error; 
//if(abs(Drive > 255)){ 
II Drive= 255; 

II} else { 
I I Drive = Drive; 

//} 
II I I Ill I II Ill/ /Ill I I I II /Ill I I I I II I I I I I II /Ill I I I I I I I I II II I I I I 

//if(255 < COG_X < 385){ 
II analogWrite(3, Drive); 

II analogWrite(5, Drive); 
II digitalWrite(Right_motor, LOW); 
II digitalWrite(Left_motor, LOW); 
II Serial.println("FOWARD"); 

II Serial.println(Drive); 

//} 
if (COG_ X>= 325){ 

} 

//analogWrite(Right_Speed, 0); 

analogWrite(5, abs(Error)); 
digitalWrite(Right_motor, HIGH); 
digitalWrite(Left_motor, LOW); 
Serial. println("KANAN"); 

Serial.println(Error); 
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} 

} 

if(COG_X <= 315) { 
analogWrite(3, abs(Error)); 

} 

//analogWrite(Left_Speed, 0); 
digitalWrite(Left_motor, HIGH); 
digitalWrite(Right_motor, LOW); 
Serial.println("KIRI"); 
Serial. println(Error); 

if( Error == 0) 
{ 

} 

analogWrite(3, abs(50)); 
analogWrite(5, abs(50)); 

digitalWrite(Left_motor, HIGH); 
digitalWrite(Right_motor, HIGH); 
Serial.println("STOP"); 
Serial. println(Error); 
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RoboRealm VBScript 

COG _X = Get Variable ("COG_ X") 

SetVariable "COG_X", COG_X 

Circuit Connection with Arduino and Motor Controller 
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